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ON THE ROAD TO THUNDER BAY
JANUARY 9, ' 197 8
HOKE S . GREEN
2

It was early in th
'
5, 197 5 . A gentle patter oe mo:n~ng of September
our cottage at Torch Lake M~ ~~~n on the roof of
t~e gloomy predicti on of the~~e~gan, only confirmed
v~ous evening, promptin
athe: bureau the presome plans for a journe~ ~s t~ cons~der whether
which had been in the mak , ar ~nto the Northland
should proceed on sched l~ng or several weeks -delayed.
u e or perhaps. be somewhat
A visi t to the Automobile Club in T
City a few days earlie r, however, had assuredraverse
that the fall colors in southern Ontario were us
approaching their pe ak intensity; and since seeing the forests aglow was one of the reasons
for our trip, it seemed time to GO! You can
imagine, then, with what great joy we listened
to an altered morning forecast, indicating that
the skies wou ld unexpectedly clear within twelve
hours -- or maybe less. This was all the incentive we needed t o eat a hurrie d breakfast ,
prepare a picnic l un ch and set off on a drive
to Canada -- via Sault Sainte Marie.
.
Whil e cross ing the famous Mackinac
Bridge l e ading to the Upper Penins~la -~ truly
a stru cture that is an amazing eng~neer~ng m~nu
ment to man's abili ty to conceive and to ach~eve
__ the rains ceased . Within minutes, the sun ,
appeared through the c~oudS~ ' ~nd " i~ a short ~1me,
the dark skies ~ere be1ng replaced by the br1ghtest
blue. ~s ou~ excur~ion continued , the c~l~r
display in the landscape was really magn1f1cent
-- i t s brrlliance intensifying with astOUnding
rapidity as we approached the "Soo."
The hills dominating the area overlooking Lake Superior and St. Mary's River abound
with stately maples, massive Oaks and other hardwood trees. With all of them in full leaf and
vibrant color, the sight was awesome and majestic
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-- actually defying description.
Indeed, the views
appeared ~ven MOR~ spectacular by the interspersing
of the brlght conlferous evergreens among the hardwoods.
Fearing that the Canadian snakes might
be sharpening their appetites as they prepared for
a long, hard winter of hibernation, we paused briefly before crossing the International Bridge, to
take advantage of a Canadian customs regulation
which permits visitors to bring in -- duty free __
one forty ounce bottle of liquor.
If the purchase
is made at a special store at an entrance to the
bridge, no tax is imposed; and the total cost is
considerably less than half the usual price for
the identical item in the United States.
Thus armed with a "medicinal" for snake
bites, frost bites and other sundry ailments, we
crossed into ontario and found Trans-Canada Highway #17, winding north-westward along the coast
of Lake Superior. By noon, the "Soo \ had been
left behind. Stopping at a small lakeside park
to eat our lunch and to bask in the warm sun -which had now raised the temperature to a point
where jackets could be comfortably discarded -we came upon two friendly little chipmunks, the
only OTHER occupants of the park. Of course,
some generous " crumbs" from our lunch were shared
with our new-found, sprightly friends, before
departing from this quiet and delightful spot.
As our drive continued northward and
at times westward, we paused frequently to admire
a particularly beautiful scene and also to take
photographs. We have enjoyed numerous fall color
tours, including Highway 20 and the renowned
Mohawk Trail in New York state: many rural areas
in New England: and of course closer to home
in central Kentucky; Adams County in Ohio and
Brown County in Indiana, too. But not one of
these could compare in splendor and magnificence
of color with that autumn trip along Highway 17
from Saulte Sainte Marie northward along the
Lake Superior coast.
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One.of the stops ever to be remembered was

about,s~xty m~les from the "Soo," at a point where

the h1ghway crosses the Montreal River. Here we
parked our car and climbed a nearby hill which
afforded an almost cosmic panorama. Looking lakeward, the heavens were spread with an awe-inspiring
screen ~f cumulous clouds that dipped to the horiz?n as 1f to nurse the small bare islands in the
d 7stance. ,Facing inland, the forests were aflame
w~th a myr~ad of glorious colors -- sublime in
their brilliance and reverential in their effect
upon one's awareness. Standing here for only a
moment, any confirmed skeptic would have his
spirit revived and would agree with the poet:
"God is in His Heaven, and all is right with the
world!"
We linger at this spot silently for perhaps twenty minutes to reflect on the grandeur
of nature and to take pictures, which, in days
to corne, would remind us of the luster of these
scenes and the magic of this moment.
But, alas, this was but a serendipity
in our main mission of this journey. We finally
aroused ourselves to proceed northward to the
picturesque village of Wawa, arriving there about
four o'clock in the afternoon.
Wawa, which derives its name from the
Ojibwa Indian name for " goose," is a charming
little town bordering Lake Wawa, near the point
where the Michipicoten River flows into Lake
Superior. A large statue of the Canadian wild
goose greets the visitor as he leaves Highway
17 to enter the city. On a jaunt to Wawa several
years earlier, we had vowed to return again -not only because of its interesting old shops.
fine accommodations and superb dining places
but because of a desire to explore both active
and abandoned mines which abound in the area.
Lapidary buffs seem to gravitat~ to places
where minerals and unusual spec1mens might be
uncovered~
An added pleasurable experience
was a tour of the High Falls of Michipicoten
River and the uniquely sheltered harbor where
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large and small boats seek haven during the storms
that occur on Lake Superior.
Departing Wawa, the Trans-Canadian Highway leaves the lake shore and plunges more than
one hundre~ miles through deep forests and rugged
country, w1th part of the route along the beautiful White River and through White Lake Provincial
Pa:k. ,Although this particular portion of our
tr~p d~d not produce the outstanding display of
c~lor, it w~s nevertheless most interesting, part~cular1y w~th respect to the variegated rock
formations revealed by road cuts through the
hills and along stream beds.
At the small town of Marathon, the highway returns to the lake shore which is followed
to Nipigon at the northernmost point of Lake
Superior and about forty miles east of our primary destination, namely the Thunder Bay Amethyst
Mine. Here we spend the night.
Hoping to have a full day at the mine,
we arose early the next morning and drove to East
Loon Lake Road, where a sign indicated a turn-off
to the mine. At times, the narrow dirt road was
barely passable by automobile; and at one point
in a small clearing, a large poster emphatically
stated that trailers must be detached and left
at this spot. The justification for this special
warning was soon realized, for the hills and sharp
turns could scarcely be negotiated, even by car.
Often, the road meandered through deep woods -- ,
a fine habitat for d eer and moose; and on occaS1on,
one came upon a mother grouse with her almost
mature brood, seemingly unruffled by man or
his contraptions. But all our anxieties and
misgivings about the roadway were immediately
dispelled on arrival at the mine.
The area provided for parking was
covered with chips of purple amethyst, so sparkling in the sun that one was tempted to start
gathering -- right then and there! Instead,
our old shoes were quickly donned and off we
ran to the mine -- a veritable paradise for
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rock-hounds and gem collectors . In the mine itself ,
the floors and walls are filled with veins of purple
amethyst, and everywhere are large boulders studded
with vugs of beautiful crystals -- some clear;
others smokey; or in various shades of blue and
purple. The veins are imbedded in layers of mud
and kaolin clay that must be washed off with water
from a nearby lake before the quality of the crystals can be accurately determined .
Truck-loads of the mud-crystal mixtures
are also hauled out of the mine and dumped near
the parking lot, where visitors may search for
fine specimens.
It was in such a pile that we
found an eight-pound chunk of splendid amethyst,
embedded in a crust of native granite. Typical
of all lapi dar ies and other hobbyists we have
known, those at the mine this day were totally
unenvious and generous . They crowded around to
congratulate us on such a lucky " find " and to
speculate how the attached schist could be removed from the colorful crystals .
Many other smaller pieces with good
color were located; and by the day's end, we
had in our possession about thirty-five pounds .
There is no admission charge to the mine , with
payment being made according to the n~er of
pounds one wishes to purchase. There ~s a sma~l
shop near the parking lot where ~any flne,speclmens are also displayed, along wlth some ~ewelry
__ both of which are for sale to the publlC.
Business was very brisk, catering to those who
did not wish -- for one reason or · another
to go into the mine or who were not s u ccessful
in their searches .
'J'hG> oPpo!':it!': fit the Thunder 1?ay mine
are believed to be the most extensive ln the
Americas and one of the largest in the world.
The mine was discovered in 1962 ,when a bull~~Zegr
a vein of amethyst Whlle construe ln
uncover ed
1 k t t wer near
small road to a forestry 00 o~
0
~ lbOW Lake. Subsequent exploratlons reve~led
y
i mmense veins that continued all thetwa
~:~er
the hill and into the lake. AA.ethys was
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found on an island some one thousand feet out in
the lake.
It is now believed that the finest
amethyst is below the water. The deposit is
fifty feet or more wide and is estimated to extend for about three miles under the lake and
beyond. The d epth of the deposit varies considerably; but at the point of' our search, it
was at least twenty feet.
In general, the deeper
one goes, the better the color , and size of the
crystals.
During the last few years, some commercial
exploitation of the mine has taken place . Material
is now shipped to all parts of the world where
markets ' for amethyst are quite varied. Gem quality
material of good color is used extensively for
jewelry; since it may ' be cut, carved, f 'aceted or
engraved. Large crystals and clusters are used
as museum or cabinet specimens and are particularly
valued for their natural beauty.
Big sections of granite, faced with
amethyst" are employed in the building industry
for construc t ing fireplaces, cathedrals, theaters,
patios, ' monuments, aquariums, etc.
,

'

Historically, amethyst is certainly
one of the first gemstones known to ancient
people.
It was particularly prized by the early
Egyptians and Greeks, and was actively traded
by the Phoenicians. ' It appears that ' one of the
primary reasons for its popularity was its COLOR
-- materials in deep purple being extre mely scarce
and highly valued. For example, there was only
one good purple dye available to the ancients
and, indeed, to modern man up until the nineteenth centu ry. ,This dye was extracted in
small quantities from a tiny insect found
along the shores of the Me diterranean Sea.
It WdS very expensive and was referred to as
"royal purple," in view of the fact that the
robes of ancient kings were frequently dyed
with it. Since the city of Tyre in Phoenicia
was the center for its trade, the dye was also
known as "Tyrian Purple." It was natural,
therefore, that anything bearing a true purple
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color would be highly regarded.
We know t hat th'
.
prior to 1250 B C
I
~s gemstone was in use
specific instru~ ti on snw=~~ ~~th chapter of Exodus,
construction of a breast- 19~ve~ to ~oses for the
Aaron, the firs t h i gh pri~s~ ~f ~~ h~s bro~her,
The third stone i n the th' d
e Israel~tes.
the tribe of I s s achar wa~rtor~:; re~resenting
This b t l
'
an amethyst.
reas p ate was devised and apparently
~ent through ~ll t he wilderness wanderings and
~nto the Prom~ sed Land, being preserved during
the period of the First Temple.
.
Amo ng royal and ecclesiastical personages,
aI?ethyst has also been held in high e·steem. Many
~~ne spe~imen s of,this beautiful gem are found
~n the r~ngs of b~shops and cardinals.
Two
excellent stones were also used in the crown
jewels of Grea t Britain.
Th ere is certainly a rare charm in the
many myths and superstitions that have arisen
about gemstones. P l iny, the Elder, stated it
charmingly and succinctly when he wrote:
"In
gemstones, the whole majesty of nature is
compressed into the 'smallest space; and in a
single stone, we can perceive the masterpiece
of Creation."
,
The word "Amethyst" is derived from
the Greek "A," meaning "prevent " ; and lIMethystos,"
meaning "drunken. " Thus, ' among the Grecians, the
belief persisted that amethyst would insulate
the wearer from inebriation, even though he
imbibed liberally. The Hebrew word for the
gem was "Ahlamah" ~- to get well or with the
power to heal. These myths -- that ame'thyst
hac the power t o prevent drunkeness and the
power to heal -- probably 'originated prior to 600 B.C. and continued to recent t imes;
and even as late as the sixteenth century,
when the claim was made by Nostradamus, the
French ~hysician and astrologer.
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, In view of its popularity, many more
myths ,-about amethyst would naturally develop.
According to Greek legend, when Bacchus , the
god of wine, became enamoured with ' a beautiful
nymph and made advances toward her, she escaped
to the patron goddess, Diana, Protectress of
Maidens. To shield her, Diana transformed the
maiden into a white stone statue. Bacchus, repenting of his intentions and aspirations toward
the maiden, poured purple wine over ' the statue,
transforming it into Amethyst . . . thus the origin
of the gem.
'
In ancient Egypt, amethyst was supposed
to have the power to protect the land from tempests
and locusts, and to ward off evil spirits also.
The stone was frequently mounted on poles in the
fields dur~ng heavy locust invasions .
Women of ' Rome wore amethysts in the belief that it would assure them of their husband's
love and would prevent their mates from wandering to younger and prettier bedmates.
During the Middle Ages, it was believed
that a mixture of finely powdered amethyst and
honey would stimulate the flow of milk in wet
nurses and was so used.
In modern times -currently in certain areas of Asia and the
Middle East -- this gem, when worn as an amulet,
presumably gives contentment and success.
It was also supposed to dispel sleep, to
sharpen the ' intellect and to preserve' ~he
wearer from harm in battle.
Perhaps the most interesting power
suggested for the amethyst was that claimed
by St. Hildegard von Bingen, the German seeress,
abbess and mys~;c of the thirteenth 'century.
I offer her formula, in full, for whatever
it may be worth:
" He who is igno~ant thrOugt;
lack of all learning, but would l~ke to acqu~re
wisdom yet is incapable of doing so, but is
not malicious and does not wish to become so
he should often rub his tongue with an amethyst
or a sapphire, so that its warmth and strength,
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mixed w~th t~e.wa rm moisture of saliva, may dispel
the nox~ous Ju 7c es. which oppress the intelligence
and understandIn g In man. In this way, a man may
acquire ' a good intelligence."
Chemically, amethyst is crystalline
sand or silicon d ioxide of hexagonal structure.
In other words, i t is a type of quartz which,
in its formation, was impregnated with 'impurities
that impart color to an otherwise clear, colorless crystal. The purple tint is believed to
be due to tr a ces of manganese, titanium and
iron.
It is almost unbelievable ,that the
amethyst and the opal have identical chemical
composition, except for traces of impurities
in ame t hyst and the water of hydration in opals.
Physically, however, t hey are quite d ifferent,
the 'amethyst being strictly ,crystalline: while
the opal is amorphous or, at most, cryptocrystalline. ,.
The deposit at Thunder Bay is preCambrian in origin and was formed some seven
hundred and fifty million years ago in granite
as the mother substance. As the magma cooled,
the amethyst crys't allized out -- the size of
the crystals produced being dependent on the
rate of cooling, with the largest being formed
with the slowest cooling rate.
Certainly, the Thunder Bay ,mine is
a paradise for the serious Lapidary , - ~ and
not just for the acquisition of this lovely
purple gem. If one can tear himsel,f away from
searching for it, he might also acquire fine
specimens of clear quartz, smokey quartz, and
j~~pl;>r

-- ' varyin lJ i n color £rom , s;:almon t.o orange

to red. These are all ' suitable for . cutting
and polishing.
After a full day, we leave the mine
content with our collection and f irm in
the hope that we can some day return to search
again. We head for the city from wh ich the
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mixed with the warm moisture of saliva, may dispel
the noxious juices which oppress the intelligence
and understanding in man.
In this way, a man may
acquire · a good intelligence."
Chemically, amethyst is crystalline
sand or silicon d ioxide of hexagonal structure.
In other words, it is a type of quartz which,
in its formatio n , was impregnated with impurities
that impart colo r to an otherwise clear, colorless crystal. The purple tint is believed to
be due to tr a c e s of manganese, titanium and
iron.
I t is a lmost unbelievable that the
amethyst and the opal have identical chemical
composition, ex cep t for traces of impurities
in amethyst and the water of hydration in opals.
Physically , howe v e r, they are quite different ,
the amethys t b ein g strictlY ' crystalline; while
the opal is amorphous or, at most, cryptoc rystalline .
The de posit at Thunder Bay is preCambrian in origin and was formed some seven
hundred and fifty million years ago in granite
as the mother substance . As the magma cooled,
the amethyst crys·tallized out -- the size of
the crystals produced being dependent on the
rate of cooling, with the largest being formed
with the slowest cooling rate.
certainly, the Thunder Bay mine is
a parad ise for the serious lapidary -~ and
not just for the acquisition of this lovely
purple gem • . If one can tear himsel.f. away. from
searching for it, he might also acqu1re f1ne
specimens of clear quartz, smokey quartz, and
jasper -- ' varying in color from . salmon t~ orange
to red. Thes·e are all ' suitable for ' cutt1ng
and polishing.
1\[ l..eJ: 0. full day, we l~a'Tp. the mine
content with our collection and firm in
the hope that we can some day r e turn to search
again. We head for the city from which the
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mine takes its name-- Thunder Bay, Ontario.
This city, with a population of one
hundred and fifteen thousand, is a most intere sting site to visit; and for many reasons. In
the first place, it is a modern metropolis that
is steeped in three hundred years of exciting
history . At the Canadian western terminus of
the St. Lawrence Se away, there are enormous pulp
and paper mills and a host of other industrial
plants.
It is the third largest port in Canada,
shipping each year more than seventeen million
tons of grain, iron ore, pulp wood, newsprint
and other products. Located along the lake
shore are nineteen tremendous elevators which
can store one hundred million bushels of grain.
The greatest of these, the Saskatchewan Pool
7, is the largest single working elevator
in the world and alone stores e nough grain to
make two loaves of bread for every man, woman
and child in North America!
Thunder Bay and the surrounding areas
have many modern recreat ion facilities: boating -- especially sailing; fishing and hiking
in swrumer; skiing and snow-mobiling in winter.
Because of the number of high hills, lon.g
winter seasons and heavy snows -- it is recognized as one of the finest ski regions of
the midwest. The nearby Big Thunder Ski-jump
is the second highest in the world. This
ninety meter jump a n d a seventy meter one
nearby are sites for national and international
competition and serve as training ground for
a number of foreign jumping teams.
There are also many scenic attractions
in and around Thunder Bay, in~'uding parko,
sunken gardens, a municipal botanical garden
and Kakabeka Falls -- the "Niagara of the
North" -- which plunges one hundred and
twenty-eight feet into the Kaministiquia
River Gorge. Also of considerable interest
is the Sibley Peninsula, which extends out
into the lake at such an angle that it produces perhaps the best sheltered large harbor
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in all the Great Lakes. When viewed from the
hills overlooking evergreen trees gives the
appearance of a gigantic reclining figure.
It is thus known as "The Sleeping Giant."
The current name of the city of
Thunder Bay is only eight years old. Prior
to that time, there were two distinct adjacent towns, namely Fort William and Port
Arthur. They were amalgamated into one on
January 1, 1970.
Although the area was initially
visited uy French explorers in 1659, it was
not until 1678 that the first settlement by
Indian traders and missionaries occurred.
It was called Fort Caministigoyan. This outpost was operated by the French until 1758,
the end of their regime in Canada. Under
the British, it remained a small colony until
1803, when title to the fort was granted to
the Northwest Company and renamed Fort William
after the governor of the company -- William
McGillivray. This group had gained the lion's
share of the fur trade in Canada, and Fort
William became the wilderness headauarters
from which operations were pushed to the
Pacific and Arctic oceans.
It was also the
site each summer of "The Great Rendezvous,"
as it was called, when from the western and
northern outposts came the rugged trappers,
their canoes laden with rich furs.
In the
Council House, these " nor 'westers ll met with
agents from Montreal to appraise the furs,
settle the accounts of the last trapping
season and lay plans for the coming one; and,
incidentally, to do some hard drinking and
celebrating.
In a woodland glen on the banks of
the Kaministiquia River and some nine miles
from the original site, the Ontario government has reconstructed, in a most realistic
manner, the old fort as it existed,in ~816.
It is the largest such re~onstruc~~~n ~n North
America and most interest~ng to v~s~t. Each
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surruner "The Great Rendezvous" is recreated so that

tour~sts.can be a part of the brawny era of fur

trad1ng 1n the early part of the nineteenth century.
Port Arthur, the other half of the twin
cities, was first settled in 1857 by prospectors
on the shore of Lake Superior -- some four miles
north of Fort William.
It was originally known
as "The Station" but was later renamed in honor
of Prince Arthur, the son of Queen Victoria.
Another bonus for those who come to this
area of Ontario is the opportunity to see a little
known wonder of nature that is less than an hour's
drive from Thunder Bay. This natural marvel is
officially known as "Ouimet Canyon," but is
locally referred to as "Goose-Bump Gulch n and
sometimes as "The Grand Canyon of the North."
This awesome formation is a canyon four hundred
feet deep, six hundred feet wide and some two
miles long.
It can be reached by an unpaved
road that was first built by loggers and which
ends with a small parking lot near the crest
of the canyon. From this point, it is a fearsome sight as one looks down into the huge
fissure in the landscape; and there are no
railings to protect children and the unwary
from tumbling into it. One visitor remarked
that even the iron nerves of Evel Knieval
might quivver uncontrollably on the brink
of Ouimet Canyon!
For the very brave and venturesome,
a trip to the canyon floor may be made via a
crude trail. The ascent back to the rim is
quite wearisome -- even for an experienced
climber.
GeOlogists dO not agree about the
origin of this phenomenon~ Unlike the Grand
Canyon, which was carved by the colorado
River, no stream of any consequen~e :uns
.
through Ouimet. Some think that 1t 1S a g1ant
"fault" produced by earthquakes, or by cooling of the earth's surface e ons ago. others
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specu~ate

that a mighty glacier from the north
carved it. Th e fact that certain arctic-like
plants have been found growing on the canyon
floor lends some credence to the latter theory.
Perhaps a geography teacher at the nearby Red
Rock, Ontario, public school has the most
plausible theory .
Ivan Baak, after making a
careful study o n foot and also from a helicopter under a grant from the Province of'
Ontario, believes tpat Ouimet is the result
of violent volcanic activity more than six
hundred million years ago.
There is very little tourism here -no snack bars, no souvenier shops and no motels.
This is still a dense w·ilderness that is too
isolated for immediate exploitation. But perhaps one should make plans to see this marvel
soon, before some promoter gets the idea that
all the world -should visit it. There are no
more unspoile d canyons such as Ouimet!
After most pleasant and happy days
of searching for amethyst and other gemstones,
and enjoying the many attractions in the Thunder
Bay area, we decided to, continue our d rive
around Lake Superior through Minnesota, Wisconsin
and the Upper Peninsula of Michigan. This was
again a most propitio~s time, for we were able
to explore the Keweenaw Peninsula of upper
Michigan on two unusually warm and sunny d ays
when the fall colors in that area were at their
very best. Another rare treat!
Now, more than two years later, we
are still admiring and proudly cherishing our
collection of amethyst. Displayed in oun sunroom on a treasure d brass tray from Istanbul.
one almost e xperience s a prismatic e ffect -as rays of light strike the beautiful geometric
specimens. We think it's quite lovely!
With apologies to Rudyard Kipling
and his "Road to Mandalay, " I should like
to close this paper with a lit tle poem. Carefree though it may be, it expresses the hopes
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-- and perhaps the longings -- of at least TWO
dedicated "rock-hounds!"

* * * * * * * *
By the ' forest watchtower, lookin'
westward to the sea ,
Th ere ' s a magic mine of a methyst,
only waiting the re for me;
As chill win ds b low through the pine
trees, their loud whispers seem
to say :
Come yo u back, you digging rock-hounds,
come you back to Thunder Bay!

Come you back to Thunder Bay,
Wher e brighL veins of gemstone s lay:
Can't you hear those hamme rs pou nding,
as t hey strike along the way?
On the road to Thund er B a y,
Fleeting deer an d grizzlys play,
Whil e the clouds see m ever mis t y, o'er
the lake across the way.
So

so n d me north~ ard
t h e for es t s a l l

from

t h e

Soo ,

~i

h

a glo~,

Where the wil d goose stand s at Wawa
and t h e Falls ar e far b e low;
For the road to Loon Lake c alls me ,
a n d ' t is there I would be - By t h e old watchout e ower, lookin'
we stwa r d to the sea;
On t he roa d to Thunder Bay,
Wher e the hopes of rock-hounds lay
With t heir axe s ever rea d y, for the
BE S T find of the day !
On the road to Thun d er Bay,
Where the grouse and chickens play,
Sleeping Giant r e sts in sil e nc e on the
aisle across the bay.

